Candidate performance in FRCPath Diploma and Certificate examinations
Spring 2021

Of the 1,029 candidates who sat FRCPath examinations in Spring 2021, 45 were Certificate and Diploma candidates. The overall pass rate for FRCPath Diploma and Certificate examinations was 78%. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, there were no overseas centres for this session however there were overseas candidates that were able to attempt their examination.

Candidate performance in individual FRCPath Diploma and Certificate examinations

Where possible, the Royal College of Pathologists will publish exam outcome information broken down by specialty. To preserve candidates' anonymity, such information will only be published where the examination, or part of the examination, has six or more candidates. Please note that depending on fluctuations in numbers of candidates between sessions, it may not be possible for the College to provide data for some specialties in any or every performance report.

Note: Pass rate information will not be published where there are fewer than six candidates at a particular attempt.